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Sean Jenkins, the appellant, was convicted by a jury in the Circuit Court for

Dorchester County of the attempted second degree murder of fourteen-year-old Cassandra

Moul (Cassandra), the first and second degree assault of her mother, Melissa Moul

(Melissa), reckless endangerment, wearing, carrying or transporting a handgun, and the use

of a firearm in the commission of a violent crime or felony.  Jenkins was sentenced to twenty

years for use of a firearm in the commission of a violent crime or felony, to a consecutive

thirty years for attempted second degree murder, and a consecutive but suspended twenty-

five years for first degree assault.  The remaining convictions were merged.  Jenkins was

acquitted of burglary in the first, third, and fourth degrees.  Jenkins presents two questions

for our review:

"1.  Did the circuit court err in denying appellant's Motion to Suppress
when he presented evidence he was intoxicated at the time he made his
statements to police?

"2.  Did the circuit court err in limiting appellant's closing argument?"

We find no error and shall affirm.

Facts and Proceedings

This case arises out of a home invasion and shooting at 723 Douglas Street in

Cambridge on January 15, 2013.  The home was occupied at the time by Melissa and her

fourteen-year-old daughter, Cassandra.  Melissa was downstairs and Cassandra was

upstairs.   Melissa testified that, at about 9:30 p.m., a man with a handgun kicked in the front1

Also present downstairs was an acquaintance of Melissa, Anne Marie Clopein.  Ms.1

Clopein did not testify.



door of the house and "[told] everybody to get down."  The man was dressed in black and

wearing a bandana over his face.  Melissa ran upstairs and tried to help Cassandra escape

through a window.  While trying to climb through the window, Cassandra was shot twice,

in the back and the arm, and sustained serious but non-fatal injuries.  From the roof where

Melissa and Cassandra had fled, Melissa observed three or four men, dressed in black

hoodies and black pants, leaving the house.  She did not know any of them.  

The police investigation led to James Downs.  Downs testified that, on the night of

the shooting, he was at his house drinking with Jenkins, Eric Taylor, and Tevin Green.  They

were all "highly intoxicated."  Jenkins, Taylor and Green left at about 8:00 p.m.  Jenkins

called Downs at 11:30 p.m. or midnight and said, "I've got to get out of town.  I'm going

with these girls."  On January 16, 2013, police seized a box of .32 automatic ammunition

from a bedroom used by Taylor at Downs's home.   As a result of interviewing Downs and2

Taylor, police obtained an arrest warrant for Jenkins.3

Jenkins was arrested and, on January 23, 2013, he gave oral and written statements

to the police.  At trial, Detective Chris Flynn of the Cambridge Police Department testified

that Jenkins gave the following oral statement:

"[DETECTIVE FLYNN]:  Mr. Jenkins said that he was present at the
time of the shooting; in other words, the shooting on Douglas Street, but he
didn't shoot the victim.  He said that he was at Mr. Downs's residence first
where he met with Mr. Taylor, Mr. Green.  There was some discussion about

The State did not present evidence of the caliber of ammunition used in the shooting.2

Taylor and Green were also arrested.3
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committing a robbery.  Mr. Jenkins advised that all three of them walked from
Mr. Downs's residence on Muir Street to the location of the shooting on
Douglas Street.  He advised that him and Mr. Green went to another residence
just up the street first.  Apparently Mr. Green was attempting to sell
marijuana.  At that point Mr. Jenkins advised that all three of them went down
the street to 723 Douglas Street.  He advised that Mr. Green forced the door
open, entered the residence, followed by Mr. Taylor and lastly Mr. Jenkins. 
Mr. Jenkins told me that he believed that at that point Mr. Green was the one
in possession of the gun.  He said that when they entered the residence the two
victims, Anne Clopein and Melissa Moul, were both downstairs.  Both
victims, or both people, at that point ran towards the rear of the residence.  He
said that Ms. Clopein had stopped near the sink.  At some point there was a
gunshot fired, which we believed to be the round that we took out of –

"[DEFENSE COUNSEL]:  Object.

"THE COURT:  Sustained.

"[DETECTIVE FLYNN]:  Sorry.  He said that Ms. Moul ran upstairs
with Mr. Taylor and Mr. Green chasing her.  Mr. Jenkins told us that he heard
two more shots from the upstairs of the residence.  At that point Mr. Green
and Mr. Taylor came running back down the stairs.  He advised that all three
of them ran.  He said as he was running away he heard a third shot fired, but
he has no idea who shot it or where it went.  I asked him why the shooting
happened.  He advised me that one of them, either Mr. Green or Mr. Taylor,
was having an argument with a guy that lived at that residence.  I told him that
there wasn't any males that were present at the time.  He said he didn't know
any more information on who exactly they were after or why they were trying
to shoot them.  At that point I asked him if he would give us a written
statement."

Jenkins's written statement also was admitted into evidence.  It said:

"I sean [sic] Jenkins was at that house at the time of the shooting.  I
remember [sic] walking up to the house going in side and telling the people
get on the ground.  Then at that point see someone run up stairs then another
person ran upstair then I heard a gun shot then I ran out of the house after that
first gun shot."  (Strike out corrections omitted).  
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After making those statements, Jenkins took police to a shed at the rear of 313 Bayly

Avenue where he claimed he had discarded the gun used in the shooting.  Police searched

the shed and the surrounding area but did not find a gun.

Additional facts will be stated in the discussion of the issues.  

Discussion

I

Jenkins first contends that the oral and written statements he gave to police on

January 23, 2013, should have been suppressed because they were not voluntarily made. 

Jenkins claims that he was under the influence of cocaine and Xanax at the time of the

interview.  He also points out that the interview was recorded, but the recording was lost

prior to the hearing on his motion to suppress.

At the September 3, 2013 suppression hearing, Detective Flynn testified as follows. 

Detective Flynn obtained a warrant for Jenkins's arrest on January 16, 2013, the day after the

shooting.  On January 23, 2013, Jenkins was arrested in Baltimore and transported to the

Cambridge police station.  He was placed in a ten-foot by twelve-foot interview room at

11:49 a.m., and he was advised of his Miranda rights.  Detective Flynn read the advice of

rights form aloud, asked Jenkins to read the form himself, and asked Jenkins to initial each

line to indicate that he understood.  Detective Flynn asked Jenkins if he had any questions;

he answered no.  Detective Flynn asked Jenkins whether he wished to speak to police; he

answered yes.  Jenkins read and signed the bottom of the advice of rights form, indicating
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that he agreed to waive his rights and make a statement.  Jenkins then made an oral

statement, in question and answer form, in the presence of Detective Flynn and Lieutenant

Jones.  The interview lasted roughly an hour, ending with Jenkins signing a written

statement at 12:40 p.m.  According to Detective Flynn, Jenkins wrote the statement himself. 

Detective Flynn recalled that Jenkins "had no problem reading or writing or

communicating with [police] at all."  Detective Flynn testified that Jenkins did not appear

to be under the influence of alcohol or any other substance.

"[PROSECUTOR]:  Did it appear that he was truly intoxicated or on
any type of [inaudible]?

"[DETECTIVE FLYNN]:  No, to me it did not.  No.  He did not – I
didn't have any, any odor of alcohol on him at all.  He seemed to me that he
was coherent.  He seemed completely aware of what was going on.

"Q.  Did he have any bodily – did you notice anything physically on
him that would indicate to you as a police officer that he was under the
influence of any type of substance?

"A.  No.  He was alert.  He was attentive the whole time.  There was no
– he wasn't [falling] asleep in the interview room or anything like that.  It was
– it seemed fine to me." 

On cross-examination, Detective Flynn acknowledged that he did not specifically ask

Jenkins whether he was under the influence of drugs or alcohol and explained that he "had

no indiction that he was" and he "normally [doesn't] ask that question unless there's some

kind of indication."  Detective Flynn was a certified field sobriety training instructor,

meaning he was trained to teach other officers about the signs of driving under the influence

of drugs or alcohol.
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Detective Flynn recalled viewing the recording the day after the interview.  

Jenkins also testified at the suppression hearing.  He asserted that he was high on

cocaine and Xanax at the time of the January 23 interview with police.  He had ingested "a

little over an 8-ball" of cocaine – about an eighth of an ounce – and five Xanax pills on the

day he was arrested.  Jenkins had been using cocaine "since New Year's," and he had never

used Xanax before that day.  The 8-ball Jenkins consumed that day was the most he had ever

consumed at one time.  In Jenkins's understanding, cocaine is an "upper" and Xanax is a

"downer."  Jenkins had not slept the night prior to his arrest because he was "coked up."

Jenkins did not remember being at the Cambridge police station or talking to any of

the Cambridge police officers.  He remembered being arrested but did not remember who

had arrested him.  Jenkins testified that the handwriting on the advice of rights form and

written statement was not his.  Jenkins did not remember discussing his right to remain silent

or to have an attorney present during the interview.  While he was under the influence of

cocaine, Jenkins "blacked out" or could not remember periods of time, "all the time."

On cross-examination, Jenkins testified that he could not remember what time on the

night before or on the morning of January 23 he had snorted the cocaine.  He testified that

he had combined cocaine and Xanax for the first time that day, "just to see how it would

make [him] feel."

After hearing argument of counsel, the court denied the motion to suppress.  The

court found that Jenkins's "lack of memory" was "not very credible."  The court observed
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that Jenkins had signed the advice of rights form and written statement "right on the line,"

in a "bold and seemingly stable" hand.  The handwritten statement was written "on the lines"

with "proper punctuation," and Jenkins had gone back to correct spelling errors.  The court

also observed that Jenkins appeared before a District Court commissioner at 2:28 p.m. on

January 23, and the record of that initial appearance did not indicate that Jenkins "was in any

apparent distress mentally, intellectually, emotionally."  Jenkins signed paperwork before

the commissioner "boldly and right on the line."  The court expressed chagrin that the

recording of the interview had been lost but acknowledged that, while there could have been

a "nefarious reason," it also could have been "just a mistake."4

As the Court of Appeals explained in Hoey v. State, 311 Md. 473, 536 A.2d 622

(1988), there are three conditions to a confession's admissibility:

"In Maryland, a defendant's confession is only admissible if it is (1) voluntary
under Maryland nonconstitutional law, (2) voluntary under the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution and
Article 22 of the Maryland Declaration of Rights, and (3) elicited in
conformance with the mandates of Miranda."

Id. at 480, 536 A.2d at 625.  Jenkins contends that his January 23, 2013 statements to police

were involuntary under Maryland nonconstitutional law and  involuntary under the federal

and Maryland Constitutions.  In Hoey, the Court explained that, "under Maryland

nonconstitutional law, ... a confession is only involuntary when the defendant, at the time

At trial, upon Jenkins's request, the court gave a missing evidence instruction4

regarding the lost tape.
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of his confession, is so mentally impaired that he does not know or understand what he is

saying."  Id. at 482, 536 A.2d at 626.  An intoxicated defendant can still make a voluntary

confession if he is mentally capable of understanding what he is saying.  McCray v. State,

122 Md. App. 598, 616, 716 A.2d 302, 311 (1998).

Here, there was sufficient evidence to support the suppression court's finding that

Jenkins's statements to police were voluntary.  Detective Flynn testified that there was "no

indication" at the time of the interview that Jenkins was under the influence of drugs or

alcohol.  The court observed that Jenkins's statement and multiple signatures on the advice

of rights form were written in "a bold and seemingly stable hand."  Jenkins alone testified

that he had consumed cocaine and Xanax on the day of the interview and that he could not

remember the interview.  The court found Jenkins's version to be "not very credible."  As

the finder of fact at the suppression hearing, it was the court's sole province to resolve

witness credibility, and we defer to that factual determination.  The court's finding of

voluntariness under Maryland nonconstitutional law was not clearly erroneous.

There was no evidence in this case of police misconduct or coercion that would

support a claim of constitutional involuntariness.  See Hoey, 311 Md. at 484-86, 536 A.2d

at 627-28.  See also Colorado v. Connelly, 479 U.S. 157, 107 S. Ct. 515 (1986).

II

Jenkins also contends that the court erred in limiting the scope of his closing

argument by prohibiting the argument that "though [Jenkins] may have been guilty of the
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burglary, anything else that occurred was a 'fresh and independent act' that did not involve

[him]."  Appellant's Brief at 11.  This was roughly the same argument Jenkins had made in

his motion for judgment of acquittal, in which he submitted that, although there was

sufficient evidence of the burglary charges, there was insufficient evidence to support the

other charges.  The defense position was "that anything that occurred upstairs or in a

separate part or involved that handgun was a fresh and independent idea and was not a part

of the common scheme."  The court denied the motion, finding that the burglary and the

shooting were "inextricably tied."

The court then considered the State's request for an accomplice liability instruction. 

Jenkins objected, asserting that the instruction should be limited to the burglary counts. 

Defense counsel proffered that he would argue to the jury his theory that Jenkins was not

guilty of the shooting, because it was a "fresh and independent idea outside of the common

scheme."  He invited a State motion in limine rather than have his final argument interrupted

by an objection.  The State requested a court directive prohibiting that argument because it

was an inaccurate statement of the law as it applied to this case.  The court granted the

State's request.

In its charge to the jury on the law, the court included an instruction on accomplice

liability to which no exception was taken, other then as noted in the chambers conference. 

In this Court, Jenkins submits that "the defense should have been able to argue that

appellant never talked about committing any sort of assault, that appellant did not chase
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Melissa Moul, and that appellant did not shoot any gun."  The first of these talking points

would have been without any foundation in the evidence.  In his oral statement to the police,

Jenkins admitted discussing robbing the "guy" who lived at Melissa's residence.  None of

the home invaders testified.  One form of robbery consists of placing the victim in fear, a

form of assault.  The two remaining talking points are contrary to the law, as applied in

Maryland appellate cases.  

Sheppard v. State, 312 Md. 118, 538 A.2d 773 (1988), overruled on other grounds

by State v. Hawkins, 326 Md. 270, 604 A.2d 489 (1992), presented the question of

accomplice liability for other criminal acts by a principal in the first degree that were

incidental to the commission of the principal offense.  Sheppard and three other men, one

of whom was armed, robbed two cash register clerks at a retail business.  They fled in an

automobile and were pursued by the police, whose gunshots deflated the rear tires. 

Sheppard was apprehended at the car.  During pursuit on foot of the other robbers, one of

them fired several shots at two police officers.  Sheppard was convicted of assault with

intent to murder the two police officers, a specific intent crime.  On appeal, he contended

that he could not have aided and abetted the shooting because he was in police custody at

the time.  Rejecting that contention, the Court of Appeals held:

"In order to establish complicity for the principal offense, the State must prove
that the accused participated in the offense either as a principal in the second
degree (aider and abettor) or as an accessory before the fact (inciter).  In order
to establish complicity for other crimes committed during the course of the
criminal episode, the State must prove that the accused participated in the
principal offense either as a principal in the first degree (perpetrator), a
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principal in the second degree (aider and abettor) or as an accessory before the
fact (inciter) and, in addition, the State must establish that the charged offense
was done in furtherance of the commission of the principal offense or the
escape therefrom."

Id. at 122-23, 538 A.2d at 775 (footnote and citation omitted).

Sheppard was explained in State v. Raines, 326 Md. 582, 606 A.2d 265 (1992),

where the Court said:

"Sheppard's responsibility for the assaults with intent to murder was not
dependent upon proof that he aided and abetted the commission of those
offenses; rather, his complicity rested on the fact that he aided and abetted the
armed robbery.  Because the assaults were determined by the jury to have been
in furtherance of the commission of the armed robbery and the escape
therefrom, Sheppard was properly convicted of those aggravated assaults
notwithstanding the absence of any evidence that he intended to kill the police
officers."

Id. at 598, 606 A.2d at 272-73.

Owens v. State, 161 Md. App. 91, 867 A.2d 334 (2005), was an appeal from a

conviction for attempted murder in the second degree.  Owens was not the shooter.  He was

a street dope dealer, and the victim was one of two potential buyers.  The victim and his

companion were approached at the outdoor market by a group of five to seven men that

included Owens.  The latter ordered the buyers to pull up their shirts, but the victim reacted

slowly.  As Owens demanded that the customers buy the drugs, he pulled out a gun and, at

that point, one of the other men in the group with Owens shot and wounded the victim.

This Court reviewed Sheppard v. State, supra, and elaborated:
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"Thus, when the defendant participates in the main thrust of the criminal
design, it is not necessary that he aid and abet in the consequential crimes in
order for him to be criminally responsible for them."

Owens, 161 Md. App. at 106, 867 A.2d at 342.

In the case before us, the circuit court reasoned that the fundamental crime, or main

thrust of the criminal design, was the burglary, with the intent to harm a person in the house. 

Jenkins argues that his challenge is not to the sufficiency of the evidence, but to the

restriction on the scope of his argument.  His intended argument, however, as disclosed by

his trial court proffer and fleshed out on appeal, is contrary to the law.  He need not be the

shooter.  Nor need he have intended that an occupant of the house be shot.  He need only

have intended the burglary and the anticipated robbery of, or other use of the gun to harm,

the "guy" who was living at the house and with whom one of his co-felons was having an

argument.

Further, there is no issue of fact for a jury to decide as to whether the shooting was

"in furtherance of the commission of the principal offense or the escape therefrom."  When

the felons forced their way into the home, Jenkins, as evidenced by his written admission,

ordered the occupants to get on the ground.  Melissa did not comply.  To enforce

compliance, one or both co-felons pursued Melissa up the stairs where they  found Melissa

and her daughter trying to escape through the window.  No reasonable juror could do

otherwise than to conclude that the shots were fired to prevent Melissa and Cassandra from
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sounding the alarm.  The attempted murder and first degree assault are incidental crimes in

furtherance of the principal offense.

JUDGMENTS OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT FOR DORCHESTER
COUNTY AFFIRMED.

COSTS TO BE PAID BY THE
APPELLANT.
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